CIS M16 Research Topic Suggestions

These are not how-to but focuses on the current computer technology

1. Advances in Biometrics (need to narrow to a few aspects)
2. Car event data recorders (EDR or car black boxes)
3. Car system hacking
4. Cell phone hacking
5. Cell phone signal blocking
6. Deep web or Dark Web
7. Drone usage for photography
8. Echo
9. EHS - Electromagnetic hypersensitivity syndrome
10. Electronic health records
11. Ethereum or Bitcoin
12. Facebook and privacy issues
13. Geocaching
14. Google phone
15. HoloLens
16. Kick Starter
17. Medical 3D printing
18. Medical Database security
19. Microsoft Windows 10
20. Net Neutrality
21. Online dating
22. PaaS
23. Police body cameras
24. Privacy on smartphones
25. Ransomware
26. Ride-sharing technology (Uber or Lyft – pick one)
27. SaaS (need to narrow into a few aspects)
28. Satellite phones
29. SkyPan
30. Smart chip credit cards (EMV)
31. Smart Home (need to narrow)
32. Social media anti-terror efforts
33. TiVo Bolt
34. Use of computers for elections
35. Use of computers for endangered species
36. Use of computers for ID theft protection
37. Use of computers to track individuals
38. Using computers to steal cars
39. Waymo
40. WikiLeaks
Note only one topic per group. Once topic has been chosen by one group no other group may do this topic. If there is a topic the group wishes to pick that is not on this list, please verify with the instructor that the topic is acceptable and approved. The typed paper to be submitted to the instructor must include all team member names and the topic chosen.